Competition Committee Agenda topics
A.

Presentation‐ Provide an update on the National Ranking system – P. Vint/T. Wade

B.

Motions
Formats for National Qualifiers and Nationals to be approved by Indoor Events Commission.
Reitinger
Teams in …. Divisions are allowed to turn down a bid at a National Qualifier. Reitinger
Roster size limited to 10 players for a tournament. (submitted by player parent)
Tie‐Breakers for National Qualifiers and Nationals for teams tied with Match record only.
Williams/Mueth
When a non‐rostered person is discovered on the bench, the first violation will result in a Red
Card. ‐ K. Cox/Reitinger
Each weekend of a qualifier to be deemed a separate event (allowing players /teams to play in
two age divisions) ‐ G. Lietzke
Dates and Age divisions / schedules for All Qualifiers and Bid Tournaments must be posted by
November 1 of each season ‐ G. Lietzke
Post all National schedules in October preceding the play schedule ‐ G. Lietzke
Request that the entire schedule be published in October so that everyone can see when all the
matches will be played. In particular the last day’s matches so that people can make flight
arrangements. Things have changed in the travel world. Flights are fewer, flights are full, and
airline schedule changes are constant. CG and others
1. Putting schedule out early allows people to plan flights based on when their division
will end.
2. Putting schedule out early can put an end to “Our team has to leave early to catch a
flight” because there is now no excuse for scheduling a flight that conflicts.
3. Putting schedule out early allows teams to plan their trip, morning or afternoon wave,
mealtimes, sightseeing times, etc. Glessman
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C.

Information Request from Staff
1. What plans does USAV have regarding the 2023 Boys region bid allocations for to BJNCs ‐ K. Cox
2. Clarify in the manual the all bid superseding situations for both Boys and Girls between qualifiers
/bid tournaments and Region bids (Region vs. Qualifier) ‐ K. Cox
3. Clarify in the manual the conflicting information regarding Tiebreakers ‐ Williams
4. Request that USAV complete Posting of Bid Awards by the Wednesday following each event. ‐ G.
Lietzke
5. Request to provide Committee of latest plan for bid allocations for the 2022 Junior National
Championships (solicit suggestions from Committee members) ‐ K. Cox

D.

Discussion items
1. Discussion: How should Qualifiers/Bid Tournaments manage Concussion protocols ‐ K. Cox
2. Verification of AES events, some state USAV and they are not sanctioned by the region. Funk
3. Discussion and motion if warranted: What options or protocols are available to entice Officials to
participate at USAV Qualifiers / Bid Tournaments / Junior National Championships/Regional
events ‐ G. Lietzke

